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THE VISION ZERO 
APPROACH

1. A traffic crash is not an “accident,” but a predictable 
and preventable occurrence.

2. No traffic-related death is acceptable when the tools 
exist to prevent the conditions and behaviors that 
lead to these tragedies. 

3. Cities should adopt policies and technologies and 
build partnerships that prioritize traffic safety. 

4. Both the public and the government share 
responsibility to improve safety.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crashes, particularly severe crashes, can be predicted and prevented, because there are identifiable behaviors and conditions that lead to them. This is why VZ is so data-driven. Also known as the Safe System approach.The only acceptable goal is zero. From institutions to infrastructure: the transportation network is a system. Encompasses all the E’s. There is only one E – Everything.There are many proven tools, we should use them. They include engineering but there are many emerging practices and technologies.This is why this involves not just the Chicago Department of Transportation – CDOT cannot solve every systemic barrier to safe mobilityIt’s a public health issue, it involves schools and parksOver a dozen City depts. are asking not just why did this crash happen, but why was this crash so severe?From street design to medical response timeFire/EMS are in thereCollective impact from varied agencies and stakeholdersDetermine the policies, partnerships, and technologies that will change how we think about our streetsWhether we are designing them or using them



NATIONAL 
RESOURCES FOR 
PURSUING VISION 
ZERO

The Vision Zero Network is a collaborative campaign aimed at building the 
momentum and advancing this game-changing shift toward safe, healthy, 
and equitable mobility for all. Focusing initially on leading edge cities 
demonstrating commitment and potential, the Network has brought together 
local leaders in health, traffic engineering, police enforcement, policy and 
advocacy to develop and share winning strategies and to support strong, 
interdepartmental leadership for policies and practices that make Vision 
Zero a reality.

The Road to Zero (RTZ) Coalition’s goal is safe mobility for all people, and it 
will work to develop priorities; take action individually and collaboratively; 
and encourage partners and stakeholders to take action to meet the goal of 
eliminating traffic fatalities by 2047. It is a collaboration focused on ending 
traffic fatalities on our roadways within 30 years. The National Safety Council 
leads the initiative in partnership with the U.S. Department of Transportation, 
including the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the Federal 
Highway Administration and the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration.



A GROWING 
MOVEMENT IN THE 
U.S.

Map by the Vision Zero Network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many people here have adopted Vision Zero or are considering it, as represented on this map?How many are interested themselves but need to convince others?Planning is a very “trend-y” field: it has movements and moments of focus on one particular issue, then moves on. Committing to Vision Zero needs better motivation than just following the national trend.





CHICAGO:
DEATH AND 
SERIOUS 
INJURIES FROM 
TRAFFIC 
CRASHES 
INCREASED BY 
8% FROM 2010-
2014

Vision Zero Action Plan, p. 15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Five people are seriously injured in crashes on Chicago’s street every day, and every three days, someone days.That’s roughly 2,000 people killed or seriously injured in traffic crashes each year.Fatality data from 2015-2017 on the local, state, and national level indicate that these numbers are continuing to rise. Year-to-date, Chicago has seen a rise in non-highway motorist fatalities that is 25% over the 5 year rolling average, and nearly 35% over 2016



SEVERE CRASHES 
AFFECT 
CHICAGOANS 
WHATEVER THEIR 
RACE, GENDER, 
AGE, AND INCOME 
LEVEL, BUT SOME 
COMMUNITIES 
ARE IMPACTED 
MORE THAN 
OTHERS.

Vision Zero Action Plan, p. 17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While crashes affect Chicagoans throughout the City, poor Chicagoans are the most affected.The Chicago Department of Public Health creates a relative index score comparing Chicago communities by Economic Hardship. High Economic Hardship Communities experience higher rates of unemployment, poverty, number of dependents, and crowded housing, and lower per-capita income and educational attainment.47% of traffic fatalities are Chicagoans living in communities of high economic hardship



VISION ZERO CHICAGO
Vision Zero is Chicago’s commitment to eliminating death and serious injury from traffic crashes by 2026.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mayor released the three-year Vision Zero Action Plan in June of 2017The Action Plan includes extensive data analysis and identifies the greatest opportunities for change and the city’s priorities over the next few years.This was the product of over a year of coordination between over a dozen City departments and sister agencies, as well as citywide nonprofits and stakeholders.This requires everyone



VISION ZERO 
ACTION PLAN 
COMMITMENTS

Vision Zero Action Plan Goals

1. Invest equitably in communities that are most affected 
by severe traffic crashes.

2. Work to change behaviors and perceptions to build a 
citywide culture of safety.

3. Make streets safer for all users.

4. Encourage and implement policies, training, and 
technologies that create safer vehicles and professional 
drivers.

The Vision Zero Action Plan 
is a guiding document 
identifying the City’s 
priorities and resources for 
traffic safety initiatives 
through 2019. Under the 
leadership of the Office of 
the Mayor, more than a 
dozen City departments and 
sister agencies collaborated 
to develop the plan.
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Vision Zero Action Plan Goals
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by severe traffic crashes.

2. Work to change behaviors and perceptions to build a 
citywide culture of safety.
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4. Encourage and implement policies, training, and 
technologies that create safer vehicles and professional 
drivers.
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is a guiding document 
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through 2019. Under the 
leadership of the Office of 
the Mayor, more than a 
dozen City departments and 
sister agencies collaborated 
to develop the plan.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a planning and engineering end, this is what we can focus on



CDOT’S ROLE IN 
VISION ZERO

DESIGN STREETS THAT 
ARE SAFE FOR ALL 
USERS OF THE 
ROADWAY.

Invest Equitably

Vision Zero Action Plan, p. 28

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prioritizing safety for all roadway users across all projects, but we are targeting new investments on high crash corridors and in high crash areas, where every dollar goes farther due to the disproportionate impact of traffic crashes in these communities.�We must also think how to invest systemically – moving towards predictive approaches and better understanding the factors under our control that influence risk of severe crashes, thinking beyond the standard toolbox or even the ROW itself.



CDOT’S ROLE IN 
VISION ZERO

DESIGN STREETS THAT 
ARE SAFE FOR ALL 
USERS OF THE 
ROADWAY.

Reinforce 
Appropriate 
Speeds

Vision Zero Action Plan, p. 47



CDOT’S ROLE IN 
VISION ZERO

DESIGN STREETS THAT 
ARE SAFE FOR ALL 
USERS OF THE 
ROADWAY.

Reinforce 
Appropriate 
Speeds

Vision Zero Action Plan, p. 47

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Urban environment = much higher risk of these crashes happening, let’s think about speeds for a minute.The safe system approach to speed limits differs from the traditional view that drivers choose reasonable and safe speeds. In the safe system approach, speed limits are set according to the likely crash types, the resulting impact forces, and the human body’s ability to withstand these forces (Forbes and others 2012). It allows for human errors (that is, accepting humans will make mistakes) and acknowledges that humans are physically vulnerable (that is, physical tolerance to impact is limited). Therefore, in this approach, speed limits are set to minimize death and serious injury as a consequence of a crash (Jurewicz and others 2014). The safe system approach calls for road designers to move from the conventional design (in which the posted speed limit is determined by the anticipated operating speed) to a proactive urban street design approach (in which the posted speed limit is determined by a target speed based on a desired safety result). The safe-system-approach-recommended maximum target speeds for urban roads are typically near the low end of the AASHTO minimum design speeds. For example, the target speed for urban arterial roads is 35 mph compared to a 30 to 60 mph minimum design speed; for urban collector roads, the safe system target speed and the AASHTO minimum design speed are both 30 mph (NACTO 2017). NTSB Speeding Crashes Report released in 2017 recommends that FHWA revise the MUTCD to, at a minimum, incorporate the safe system approach for urban roads to strengthen protection for vulnerable roadway users.



CDOT’S ROLE IN 
VISION ZERO

DESIGN STREETS THAT 
ARE SAFE FOR ALL 
USERS OF THE 
ROADWAY.

Reinforce 
Appropriate 
Speeds Vision Zero Action Plan, p. 80

• Review recent Complete Streets projects to determine if the speed limit is 
appropriate for the mix of roadway users. Propose changes in 2017 to be 
implemented in 2018. 

• Consider speed limit changes on all new construction projects, including 
those set for construction in 2017 and 2018. 

• As a part of the 2017 Downtown Task Force meetings, consider lowering 
speed limits in the Central Business District, West Loop, UIC Campus, 
and Medical District. 

• Recommend if there should be changes to the State of Illinois statutory 
speed limit by 2020.

Identify opportunities to reduce the posted speed limit and create 
recommendations that would prioritize reduced speeds on neighborhood 
streets and pedestrian, bicycle, and transit priority areas.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speed limits are important, but street design is more important. The speed of the street should be self-evident and encourage drivers to travel at the right speed naturally.CDOT’s recent redesign of Milwaukee Avenue through Wicker Park/Bucktown paired interim treatments such as bump-outs composed of thermoplastic pavement markings, MMA surface colorization, and flex posts and new bicycle facilities with a posted speed limit reduction from 25MPH to 20MPH, appropriate to the target speed for the user mix and land use of the corridor and consistent with observed operating speeds.



CDOT’S ROLE IN 
VISION ZERO

DESIGN STREETS THAT 
ARE SAFE FOR ALL 
USERS OF THE 
ROADWAY.

Build Complete Streets

Vision Zero Action Plan, p. 19
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Build Complete Streets

Vision Zero Action Plan, p. 54



CDOT’S ROLE IN 
VISION ZERO

DESIGN STREETS THAT 
ARE SAFE FOR ALL 
USERS OF THE 
ROADWAY.

Build Complete Streets

Vision Zero Action Plan, p. 57

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical design principles (also laid out in the Chicago Complete Streets Design Guidelines) that should be considered in all projects: Pedestrian first modal hierarchy: a street designed for the most vulnerable roadway user is the safest for all usersPedestrians First: streets should be designed for the safety of the most vulnerable roadway users: people walking. Streets that are safe for people walking are safe for everyone. Safe Speeds: streets should be designed for speeds that create safe conditions for all roadway users – typically 30MPH or under. The speed of the street should be self-evident and encourage drivers to travel at the right speed naturally. This can be done by narrowing lanes (10’, 11’ max), re-purposing excess capacity, adding delineation, and/or retiming signals.Minimize exposure risk: as the time that a vulnerable roadway user, such as someone walking, has to spend crossing a roadway increases or the number of potential vehicle maneuvers at a particular intersection increase, so do the opportunities for crashes. Good roadway design minimizes these opportunities for conflicts – simple, compact intersections, tight curb radii, shortened crossingsPredictability: consistency is critical for safe streets – roadway users should be able to predict what others will do, where they will go, and when. Speeds should be consistent, signal operations should be consistent, and street markings should be consistent. Visibility is also important. Drivers must also be able to make eye contact with each other as well as bicyclists and pedestrians.



Resources for Engineers

• Complete Streets Design Guidelines (CDOT)
• NACTO Urban Street Design Guide 
• Crash Modification Factors Clearinghouse

CDOT’S ROLE IN 
VISION ZERO

DESIGN STREETS THAT 
ARE SAFE FOR ALL 
USERS OF THE 
ROADWAY.

Build Complete Streets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other resources: NACTO Urban Street Design Guide, Urban Bikeway Design Guide, Transit Street Design Guide; FHWA Road Diet Informational Guide, Separated Bike Lane Planning and Design Guide, Achieving Multimodal Networks; ITE Walkable Urban Thoroughfares; NTSB  Reducing Speeding-Related Crashes Involving Passenger Vehicles 

https://nacto.org/publication/urban-street-design-guide/
http://www.cmfclearinghouse.org/


Build Complete Streets

20’ Travel Lane + 
Parking Lane

11’ Travel Lane

55TH STREET
COTTAGE GROVE TO LAKE PARK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crashes, speeding, bike facilities to local university. 4:3 road dietExample of a low cost intervention with paint and bollards proving the efficacy of quick-hitting, low cost treatments.$155,000 for construction, one-year from planning to construction – 2012 installation



Build Complete Streets

20’ Travel Lane + 
Parking Lane 11’ Travel Lane

55TH STREET
COTTAGE GROVE TO LAKE PARK

11’ Travel Lane
10’ Turn Lane

ADT Bikes
(peak)

% over 
30mph

Before 13,712 89 24%

After 13,783 171 5.4%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall geometric look.Narrows crossing of active vehicular travel lanes/provides refuge space. How is it performing?32% reduction in annualized crashesbicyclist crashes before/after: 4.2/year to 2.8/yearpedestrian crashes before/after: 3.8/year to 2.1/yearvehicle crashes before/after: 56.2/year to 38.8/year- AM/PM peak period bicyclist increase: 117%- Observed motor vehicle travel time increase on corridor: under 30 secondsWe really can do this, we can move the needle, for everyone.CDOT is planning to further enhance this cross-section during upcoming resurfacing in 2018 by adding concrete end-caps to the protected bike lane, supplementing University of Chicago-constructed pedestrian refuge islands with additional islands, and adding side street bump-outs



Eric Hanss
Principal Pedestrian Planner
Consultant, Chicago Department of Transportation
Eric.hanss@activetrans.org

WWW.VISIONZEROCHICAGO.ORG
View Chicago’s Vision Zero Action Plan and sign up for updates.
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